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The Moher veranda has a heavier construction than customary within 
this price range, which makes the Moher veranda excel in quality and 
price. The intermediate beams are fitted with aluminium top frames 
instead of rubbers, making the veranda sturdy and robust. Still you 
wouldn’t be able to tell from the look of the Moher; the design of the 
Moher is slim, elegant and timeless.

The Moher Veranda
Slim, elegant and very competitively priced

Max. width 
between 2 
uprights

< 4 m >

Roofing 
polycarbonate

16 mm

With the Moher you will experience your garden as you would 
like to experience your garden. All this under a slim, elegant and 
timeless design.

This veranda is available in standard widths of 4, 5 or 6 meters. 
The roof is equipped with a polycarbonate roof; high-quality and 
durable material with a timeless appearance.

DETAILS

Colours (profiles)  RAL9001 / RAL7024

Gutter  Standard half-round

Posts  Square 

Roofing  Polycarbonate (Opal / Clear / Ultra clear / Solar control)

Width (mm)  4045 / 5045 / 6045   

Projection (mm)  2500 / 3000 / 3500  

As an added option, the Moher can be expanded with various accessories, such as a side wall, LED lighting or side 
panel.
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Enjoy special moments sheltered from the 
forces of the weather.

Sustainable No discoloration Weatherproof
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The Voya is an aluminium veranda with a very high level of finish. In 
addition, the Voya has a wide range of choices, such as the finish of 
the decorative gutter front and the look of the uprights. You can tune 
the Voya entirely to your style, taste and preferences. This gives you 
the perfect match with your home and garden.

The Voya Veranda
Our “bestseller’’, choose your own look!

DETAILS

Colours (profiles) RAL9016 / RAL9001 / RAL7024 / RAL9005 

Gutter Straight* 

Posts Rectangular 115×150 mm  

Roofing Polycarbonate (Opal / Clear / Ultra clear / Solar control) 

Width (mm) 4060 / 5060 / 6060 / 7060 or a multitude thereof 

Projection (mm) 2500 / 3000 / 3500 / 4000

* Round or classic decorative gutter front possible. 

The Voya can be expanded with various accessories, such as a side wall, LED lighting and side panel.

The Voya veranda is flexible in design, 
making it perfect for every outdoor  
situation

Max. width 
between 2 
uprights

< 6 m >

Sustainable No discoloration Weatherproof Roofing 
polycarbonate

16 mm

The Voya has the best price-quality ratio in the market, making it 
our best-selling model. The success of the Voya lies in the 
optimal freedom of choice the product offers in the field of 
looks and possibilities. Because of our modular system, the 
possibilities with the Voya are endless and suitable for every 
situation and every style. This veranda is interlinkable, meaning 
that the Voya can be made as wide as you want.
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The Burren Veranda is known for its smooth, robust look and is equip-
ped with a reinforced gutter profile.  Because of this extra reinforce-
ment the Burren can be mounted with just two posts with a span of 6 
metres. The maximum span on two posts is what makes the Burren 
unique. The result is maximum enjoyment with a free and open view.

The Burren Veranda
Beautifully smooth & robust

DETAILS

Colours (profiles) RAL9016 / RAL9001 / RAL7024 / RAL9005

Gutter Straight* 

Posts Rectangular 115×150 mm  

Roofing Polycarbonate (Opal / Clear / Ultra clear / Solar control) 

Width (mm) 4060 / 5060 / 6060 / 7060 or a multitude thereof 

Projection (mm) 2500 / 3000 / 3500 / 4000

* Round or classic decorative gutter front possible. 

The Burren can be expanded with various accessories, such as a side wall, LED lighting and side panel.

The Burren is extra strong, meaning that it 
can be made with just two posts, with a 
span up to six metres!

Max. width 
between 2 
uprights

< 6 m >

Sustainable No discoloration Weatherproof Roofing 
polycarbonate

16 mm

The robust & smooth aluminium veranda provides a solid and 
stylish extension to your home.  The Burren is available in four 
RAL colours.  The veranda comes with a standard polycarbonate 
roof in which you can choose from various types depending on 
your wishes. 
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The Cashel is the luxury aluminium veranda of our product range.  This 
veranda is reinforced with a  steel strip in the gutter profile, meaning 
that this veranda can be fitted with a laminated glass roof.  This will 
give you the perfect lighting allowing you to enjoy your outdoor views 
without losing light in your home, providing a sense of enrichment 
and pure luxury.

The Cashel Veranda
Affordable, luxury veranda with a glass roof

The glass roof of the Cashel always gives you 
the perfect lighting.

DETAILS

Colours (profiles) RAL9016 / RAL9001 / RAL7024 

Gutter Round or classic* 

Posts Half-round or square

Roofing 44.2 safety glass 

Width (mm) 4060 / 5060 / 6060 / 7060 or a multitude thereof

Projection (mm) 2500 / 3000 / 3500 / 4000

* Straight decorative gutter front possible. 

The Cashel can be expanded with various accessories, such as a side wall, LED lighting or a side panel.

The Cashel veranda is a true asset to your garden.  Not only 
because of its luxurious look but also because of the comfort that 
an aluminium veranda can offer. 

The veranda is available in the colours: traffic white, cream white,  
anthracite grey and black. The Cashel comes standard with a glass 
roof, but if desired, it can also come with Polycarbonate. In 
addition, this veranda comes with various options for styles of 
guttering and posts that best matches your home.

Glass roofing

44.2

Roofing 
polycarbonate

16 mm

Max. width 
between 2 
uprights

< 4 m >

Sustainable No discoloration Weatherproof
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Ultimate flexibility with a sleek design

Enjoy extra living pleasure in the garden through ultimate flexibility. Who 
would not want that? The Aran roof canvas is made of a sun-resistant and 
water-resistant fabric. Are you sitting under this veranda and want to enjoy 
the sun? Then, with one push on the button, raise the canvas (partially) so 
you can immediately enjoy maximum light and the beautiful weather. If you 
prefer to sit in the shade or seek protection against wind, rain or UV radiati-
on, you can close the screen with the same ease. 

By adding glass sliding walls you can choose to extend your Aran veranda to 
a complete garden room. With the flexible Aran veranda, you can therefore 
enjoy optimum comfort at your terrace. 

Aran; Folding roof 

The Aran veranda has a white water-repellent canvas and a grey colored 
frame from aluminium. In addition, the special geometric design ensures 
that the interior construction offers maximum strength and wind 
resistance to the aluminium profile.  

The veranda looks sleek and offers perfect visibility because the 
stainless steel connection elements and screws are concealed invisibly. 
In addition, the rain gutter is equipped with an anti-draft system, which 
prevents the wind from entering between the canvas, the rails and the 
rain gutter. 

Integrated LED ligh-
ting in the beams
Optionally, we have integrated 
dimmable LED light lines in the 
canvas. This way you can easily 
switch between practical, bright and 
atmospheric low beam lighting.

Effortless drainage of 
water
Rain water dripping down from the 
front? Not with the Aran veranda! 
The smart IDS (Integrated Drainage 
System) ensures invisible drainage of 
rainwater through the uprights at the 
front. 

100% water-repellent
The foldable canvas is 100% 
waterproof. 

6-wheel system 
The innovative 6-wheel system 
carries the fabric up and down over 
the rail, silently, quickly and in a 
well-balanced way.

DETAILS

Aluminium colour  RAL7024 

Canvas colour  White

Control  The Aran canvas and optional LED lighting can be controlled with the supplied SOMFY  

   remote control.

Width (mm)  4000 / 5000 / 6000

Projection (mm)  3000 / 3500 / 4000

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Optional  Built-in LED lighting in the canvas

Optional  Glass sliding walls



Enjoy a covered terrace anywhere

The detached terrace canopy Cobh is an entirely independent construction. 
Because of that, you are not bound by placement against a facade, meaning 
that you can enjoy a covered terrace in any place in your garden. The highest 
point of the Cobh is at the front, this means that the drain and the gutter are 
at the back of the roof, so that it maintains a smooth and open appearance.

Cobh; Aluminium terrace canopies
RAL

7024

ANTHRACITE 

DETAILS

Colours (profiles)  Anthracite texture (RAL7024)

Gutter Round or Victorian

Uprights Square

Roofing Polycarbonate (Opal / Clear / Ultra clear / Solar control) 

Width (mm) 4060 / 5060 / 6060 

Depth (mm) 2500 / 3000 / 3500 / 4000 

Optionally, the Cobh can be expanded with various accessories, such as a side wall, LED lighting  
or side panel. 

The Cobh comes standard with a closed back wall, one closed side 
wall or a side wall with an ultra clear polycarbonate window and one 
side wall with a platform. Of course, other combinations and variants 
are possible as well, and you can build the Cobh entirely to your liking.

The Cobh canopy is fully detached, 
meaning that it can be placed at every 
location in your garden

Max. width between 
2 uprights

< 4 m >

Roofing 
polycarbonate

16 mm

Sustainable No discoloration Weatherproof



The perfect light on your terrace

Want to decide for yourself how you want to enjoy the sun and the 
weather under your pergola? Now this is possible with our Mizen 
pergola. With the remote control you can easily tilt the panels in the 
roof to a different position. This way you have the control to play with 
the light, the shade and the airflow under your roof.

During the summer for example, you have the flexibility to either sit in 
the sun or take advantage of the shade. In the winter on the other 
hand, you will experience the benefits of the waterproof roof and the 
protection against all kinds of weather conditions! This allows you to 
enjoy your terrace during all seasons, all year round.

Mizen; Aluminium Louvered Roof

The Mizen has a durable and sleek design which makes this roof a 
real addition to your home. With a remote control, the panels are 
easy to rotate into a position that creates the perfect light for you. 
Because the panels are continuously adjustable up to 120 degrees, 
you can even let the panels rotate with the sun!

DETAILS

Colours  RAL7024

Panels  The panels are adjustable up to 120°. The panels of the Mizen and the optional LED  

   lighting can be controlled with the supplied SOMFY remote control.

Applications  Can be installed both as a wall model and freestanding

Width (mm)  3000 / 3500 

Projection (mm)  3011 / 3539 / 4067 / 4947

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Optional  LED lighting strip

Optional  Glass sliding walls

Automatic operation 
The system can be controlled 
remotely. This allows you to adjust 
the pergola to your wishes at the 
touch of a button.

Effortless drainage  
The water on the panels is led to the 
gutter and then drained effortlessly.

Unique rotation  
technology
The stepless rotation technology 
provides strength, stability and 
sealing. This is due to a special 
high-pressure system.

Protection
The panels close with a synchronous 
movement on the side profiles, 
which guarantees optimum 
protection.



The convertible effect in your garden

Would you like to have an open space above your terrace in no time? With 
the push of a button, you can open the roof panels of the Mizen Deluxe 
and create a convertible effect in your garden. 
 
In the open position, the pergola offers maximum light. At the same time, 
in a closed position the Mizen Deluxe protects against various weather 
conditions and offers you a shady spot on sunny days. Rain or shine, you 
will experience the ultimate outdoor living feeling.

Mizen Deluxe; Aluminium Louvered Roof

With the Mizen Deluxe you can create an outdoor space that offers 
protection against all types of weather. When you open the 
synchronously moving panels, a large space is created above your 
terrace. When closing, the panels simultaneously press on the 
gaskets of the side profiles providing optimal protection.

Automatic operation
You can control the roof of the 
pergola with one push on the remote 
control of the Somfy system.

Effortless drainage
The water on the panels is led to the 
gutter and then drained effortlessly.

Optimal light
When the panels are fully opened, 
you will experience optimal light.

Protection
The panels close with a synchronous 
movement on the side profiles, 
which guarantees optimum 
protection.

DETAILS

Colours  RAL7024

Panels  The panels are retractable to create an open space above your terrace. The panels of the  

   Mizen Deluxe and the optional LED lighting can be controlled with the supplied SOMFY  

   remote control.

Applications  Can be installed both as a wall model and freestanding

Width (mm)  3000 / 3500 / 4000

Projection (mm)  3014 / 3571 / 4128 / 4964 / 6078

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS 

Optional  LED lighting strip

Optional  Glass sliding walls



Powerful design and simplicity

Nothing is as unpredictable as the weather. With the Manual Mizen, you 
can enjoy your patio and outdoor area carefree whatever the weather. 
Thanks to a perfect combination of beautiful design and simplicity, the 
Manual Mizen offers all the comfort and flexibility you need. The simple 
manual operation makes it easy to adjust the panels of this louvered 
roof. This allows you to create a perfect combination of wind circulation, 
sunlight and weather protection.

Manual Mizen; Aluminium Louvered Roof

The Manual Mizen offers easy installation, slim profiles and a 
solid structure, allowing you to enjoy a comfortable outdoor 
area without any worries. Open the panels manually for the 
ideal combination of sun and air circulation. When the panels 
are closed, you are protected from UV rays, rain and other types 
of weather. In addition, you can retain warmth inside. With the 
Manual Mizen, you can enjoy outdoor life throughout every 
season.

With the Manual Mizen you can extend your outdoor possibili-
ties. By adding Aura glass sliding doors or aluminium Alumina 
walls, to close off one or more sides from the rain and wind, you 
can enjoy your outdoor space all year round. 

DETAILS

Colours  RAL9005 / RAL9010

Available sizes  3x3x2,5m / 3x4x2,5m

Panels  The panels can be manually adjusted to an angle of 120°

Application  Freestanding

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS 

Optional  Glass sliding doors 

Optional  Aluminium Alumina Walls

Maximum enjoyment of your outdoor 
living with the Manual Mizen

RAL

9005
RAL RAL

9010



With our versatile and functional sliding glass doors you’ll enjoy your garden 
buildings and veranda throughout the year. When the weather is great enjoy 
your outdoor space by repositioning your sliding glass doors.  When the 
temperature drops you can change your veranda to a fully enclosed area by 
closing the sliding doors. This offers you the possibility to stay outside 
longer.  The sliding glass doors offer benefits all year round, meaning you 
can always enjoy the best at home.

These doors can be added to verandas, garden rooms, terraces and summer 
houses to make the most of your outdoor living space.

Aura; Sliding Glass Doors
Enjoy your garden all year round

DETAILS

Colours (profiles)  RAL9016 / RAL9001 / RAL7024 / RAL9005 / Uncoated

Panel width (mm)* 640 / 820 / 980 / 1040

Glass thickness (mm) 10

Number of tracks  2 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6-track rails

Installation height (mm)* 2000 / 2100 / 2150 / 2200 / 2250 / 2300 / 2400 / 2500

 

* Deviating dimensions are also available on request.  
The glass sliding walls can be expanded with various glass wall accessories, such as handles and carriers.

If you want to enjoy the outdoors longer, glass doors provide extra 
shelter against wind and rain.  As a result, you’ll always have enough 
light and a great view of your back garden. Moreover, our glass doors 
are not only a suitable addition to your veranda but also to shield your 
porch, garden house, cabin or balcony.  

The glass panels are available in various height and width dimensions, 
they can run on 2 to 6 rail tracks with no additional frame. This gives 
you a permanent, unrestricted view you can enjoy all year round.

Sliding glass doors provide you with shelter and 
space.
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Aluminium panels are unique in our product range. These are lightweight, 
aluminium parts that enrich your outdoor life. The panels are stackable, easy 
to assemble and fitted with click profiles. The durable and flexible character 
ensures that you can use the aluminium panels in different ways. They can 
serve as fence parts for more privacy, or as fencing. But you can also make 
planters or a beautiful aluminium conversion for your garbagecontainer. 
Even creating a garage door is possible. In short: your creativity will be fully 
stimulated with our aluminium panels.

Alumina; Aluminium Panels
The perfect basis for your creativity

The aluminium panels are available in four different RAL colours. 
This makes the panels a perfect addition to your roof. For 
example, you can close the side or back wall completely, in style 
with your veranda, for shelter and protection from the wind. 
You can also close the bottomside of your veranda with for a 
nice look.

The adaptable character of the panels is comparable to the 
possibilities offered by wood. What you can achieve with wood, 
you can also build with these panels, only more durable with 
low maintenance. With the panels you enjoy endless  
possibilities to give your outdoor life a unique look.

The durable and flexible character of the 
panels offers endless possibilities

DETAILS

Colours RAL9016 / RAL9001 / RAL7024 / RAL9005

Length (mm) 3500 / 4000 / 5000 / 6000

Height (mm) 166  (working height is 150mm)

Thichness (mm) 25



Contact information

phone: 028 9072 9688 

Mobile: 077416 35265

site: totalhomeni.com

address

2 Advantage Way Belfast, 

Northern Ireland BT13 3LZ

Welcome to Total Home Improvements 

Northern Ireland! Based in Belfast, we 

supply a range of quality home 

improvements. This includes windows, 

doors, aluminium, conservatories, and 

conservatory roofs.

We offer this service to homeowners 

across Antrim, Ballymena, Belfast, 

Lisburn, Portadown and Newry, Northern 

Ireland, as well as the Republic of Ireland.Sliding glass door steel-look
An eyecatcher in no time

With the Aura Heritage-Steel-look glazing bars you 
create the perfect combination between a homely 
atmosphere and the feeling of being outdoors. 

The steel-look glazing bars give your glass doors the 
robust appearance of steel, with the advantages of 
aluminum material. It is light, durable and will last for 
years. So you can enjoy the trendy look in your comple-
te garden room every time. 

You can also tailor the Aura Heritage Steel look to your 
preferences. The black glazing bars can easily be placed 
on both sides of the glass wall via a connecting 
U-profile. You can a to adapt to our liking, by adding the 
horizontal rods.

www.totalhomeni.com


